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Important news and updates from your benefits professionals

This Issue
HSA, FSA Limits Rise

An update on recent regulatory
matters impacting health benefits.

We’ve Hit the Ground
Running In 2019!

Retaining Talent

Using benefits as a tool to find and
keep good employees.

Understanding Opioids
Things everyone needs to know
about this epidemic.

Making Healthcare
More Personal

This will be important in 2019,
especially for younger employees.

Trends, News,
Updates and
More Inside!

Welcome to Winter Edition of the Group Scoop and

understand the impact of proposed legislation. Check

Happy 2019 from all of us at Diversified Group. We are

out this section of our website for helpful checklists,

very excited about 2019 and the challenges that lay

news and updates!

ahead. We are also very pleased to report that we have
seen continued growth and would like to welcome the
new members of our team.
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Keep Informed

n H
 ealthcare Uncensored – Join the conversation and
let us know if you have any questions or ideas for
upcoming topics for our monthly email newsletter

For the upcoming year, as always, we will be focusing on

that’s addressing the healthcare related questions that

the cost of care, working on solutions for the escalating

are on our minds!

cost of specialty drugs, trying to keep plan members
healthy along with staying involved with local and

n M
 ember Portal & My Benefits Mobile App – Watch

national legislation that will impact our health plans. If

& Share a short video overview of the tools and features

you haven’t been to our website recently we encourage

available to your plan participants.

you to do so. There are many tools that you may not be
utilizing such as:

We are very excited for 2019 and look forward to seeing
you in the near future. Once again we’d like to wish

369 North Main Street
Marlborough, CT 06447
PO Box 299

n C
 ompliance Center – Our internal Compliance Depart-

www.dgb-online.com

and state regulations to help clients control costs and

ment is dedicated to monitoring ever-changing federal

you good health and prosperity in the new year ahead
and we sincerely THANK YOU for your business.

Health Care Reform & Regulatory Update

HSA, FSA Limits Rise in 2019
Each year, the IRS announces inflation-adjusted limits for HSA and FSA contributions as well as minimum

How Can Your
Health Plan Be
More Personal?

Investment bank Morgan Stanley
recently hired a Chief Medical Officer.
General Motors made the Detroitbased Henry Ford Health System the
only in-network option for 24,000 salaried employees in southeast Michigan.
And, Apple joined many other large
employers in using on-site clinics to
provide more personalized care. These
tactics are being used to address a
combination of risk factors contributing to costly chronic conditions like
diabetes, heart disease and obesity.

deductibles and out-of-pocket levels for High Deductible Health Plans (HDHP). Based on their recent
announcement, maximum contribution levels going into effect on January 1, 2019 are as follows:

Type of Limit

Individual

Change

Family

Change

HSA Limit

$3,340

+ $50

$6,900

+ $100

HSA Catch-Up Contribution

$1,000

None

n/a

HDHP Minimum Deductible

$1,350

None

$2,700

None

HDHP Maximum OOP

$6,750

+ $100

$13,500

+ $200

Health/Limited Purpose FSA Limit

$2,700

+ $50

n/a

Dependent Care FSA Limit

$5,000

None

n/a

Drug Cost
Information Bills

HRAs Could Get
a Big Boost

In late Fall, the President

Another recent proposal of the Trump Administration

signed two bills that should

would allow employers to fund tax-exempted Health

make it easier for pharmacists

Reimbursement Arrangements to help pay for an

to help customers find the

employee’s individual health insurance premiums. In

lowest cost, appropriate

addition, the proposal would also allow employers that

medications. The “Know the Lowest Price Act of 2018”

offer group health coverage to fund an HRA of

and “Patient Right to Know Drug Prices Act” bills are

up to $1,800 to reimburse employees for “qualified”

designed to crack down on “gag clauses” that prevent

medical expenses. Easing restrictions in this manner is

pharmacists from telling patients about more

seen by many as a big boost for small businesses that

Filling Voids in Wellness
Programs

affordable options for prescription drugs. Having

are unable to provide employer-sponsored healthcare.

developed a “drug pricing blueprint” to promote

Comments are being accepted through December 28,

We all know how hard it is to change

greater price transparency, the President praised these

2018 and if approved, the new rules would apply for

lifestyle habits. While traditional well-

bills as representing significant steps in that direction.

plan years beginning on or after January 1, 2020.

ness programs can offer great tools
and improved access, more and more
employers are realizing that to boost

Latest Happenings in Today’s World

engagement and keep it from fading
over time, you must tailor a program
to the needs of each individual.
This level of involvement, sometimes
referred to as condition management,
includes more personal involvement
and communication. Providing guidance and support on nutrition, exercise,
stress management and other concerns
can help at-risk employees overcome
the challenges that have kept them
from enjoying their best life.
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Apple Watch & Joint
Replacement
Technology giant Apple reported
recently that thousands of hip and
knee replacement patients are using
Apple Watches and a new health
app, MyMobility from Zimmer
Biomet, to share health data with
their surgeons during treatment and
recovery. The app is being used to
provide physicians with data about

the patient’s heart rate, number of
steps taken and time spent standing
continuously, rather than having to
rely on traditional in-person visits.

Restricting Provider Choice
Walmart is requiring employees
to use certain hospitals for costly
procedures, such as spine surgeries.
Requirements like this are typically
accompanied by an assurance that

the plan will cover the full cost of the
procedure, including travel, when
applicable. In an effort to make sure
plan members receive high quality,
cost-efficient care and weed out
unnecessary costly procedures, Ford
struck a single-hospital deal earlier
in 2018 and the State of North
Carolina recently announced its
intention to take similar cost-cutting
measures for its 727,000 members.

Drug Firms Resist
Price Disclosure
While the Department of Health and Human Services has asked
drug manufacturers to disclose list prices for most drugs they feature
in television commercials, the industry’s largest trade group, the
Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America (PhRMA),
has countered with an offer to include content directing consumers
to a new website where pricing information could be found.
The Administration’s request requires that list prices be featured in

Getting Creative Can Attract Talent

text on the screen in television ads for drugs covered by Medicare

With unemployment for college-educated people age 25 and above at just 2.2%,

and Medicaid costing more than $35 per month. A great deal of

it’s been a long time since we’ve seen a jobs market this tight. To attract and retain

debate has developed, with PhRMA arguing that featuring list prices

workers in this environment, growing companies are offering more than just

would confuse consumers by making them think they have to pay

competitive health benefits, and this is especially true for smaller companies

more than they actually would. HHS is still accepting comments on

forced to compete with larger companies.

the proposal.
Executive search firms have shared examples of employers going above and be-

Proposals on Many
Wish Lists

yond their health plan by offering additional compensation to cover a candidate’s

Now that the makeup of the new Congress has been decided, many

transitions for young parents returning to work.

projected out-of-pocket medical expenses going forward. Technology-related
firms in competitive markets are adding wellness benefits like on-site clinics or
pre-arranged access to nearby fitness centers. For early to mid-career employees,
companies are expanding their family leave or flex-time policies to provide easier

employers are hoping Washington can work together to address a
few of their important concerns. High on many lists, especially those

Flexibility and More

belonging to large employers, would be doing away with the Cadillac

Whether it be more paid time off or arranging your work day to meet outside

Tax on high-cost health plans once and for all. While implementation

demands on your time, flexibility is becoming increasingly important, especially

has been delayed until the 2022 tax year, the law will require insurers

when you’re dealing with millennials or X-ers. Equally important to young workers

and large employers to pay a 40% excise tax on the costs that exceed

is the culture present at an organization and the opportunity to make a difference –

$11,100 for employee-only coverage and $29,750 for family coverage.

to know that what they are doing is helping their community or the world at large.

Other items that employers have been talking about for a long time

From unique apprenticeship programs at manufacturing and industrial companies

include making HSAs considerably more user friendly and easing

to help with retiring outstanding student debt, more employers are looking for

ACA reporting requirements to allow employee statements to be

creative ways to gain an edge that will appeal to qualified, prospective employees.

provided electronically rather than by mail.

In a really tight job market, it pays to be creative.

Benefits Before Pay
The American Institute of CPAs reports
that its poll of 1,100 working adults
revealed that by a 4 to 1 margin, workers would choose a job with benefits
over an identical job that offered
30% more salary without benefits.
Employed adults estimate that benefits
represent about 40% of their total
compensation. When asked which
benefits are most valuable over the

long run, 56% said a 401(k) match or
health insurance while just over 30%
said a pension.

Tracking Sleep
In order to address a sleep shortage
that is hurting productivity for U.S.
businesses, the American Academy
of Sleep Medicine has introduced an
online wellness program to help
employees track the quantity and

quality of their sleep. Employees log
their time online or upload data from a
fitness tracker such as a Fitbit. With the
CDC linking sleep to chronic illnesses
such as Type 2 diabetes, heart disease
and depression, researchers hope to
help employees set a goal and improve
the quality of their sleep.

More Value-Based Payments
According to a public-private partner-

ship launched by HHS, the percentage
of U.S. healthcare payments tied to
value-based care rose to 34% in 2017,
a 23% increase since 2015. Fee-forservice Medicare data and data from
61 health plans and 3 fee-for-service
Medicaid states with spending tied
to shared savings, shared risk,
population-based payments and
bundled payments were examined
in the analysis.
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How Is Your Health Plan
Responding to Millennials?
You might be surprised to hear that millennials

their hand, you can bet they expect to find

Surveys show they are more willing to request a

represent one third of the American workforce,

benefits and enrollment information easily

cost estimate prior to choosing a treatment option

but Pew Research Center confirms it. If your health

accessible as well.

than baby boomers or seniors ever were. This not
only makes cost transparency tools important, but

benefit plan hasn’t adapted to the needs and
lifestyles of these young people, you’re missing an

They Want Information Now

it’s a very positive trend that should contribute to

opportunity to boost retention, build loyalty and

Just like so many of us who have come to expect

lower claim costs going forward.

enhance wellness.

an immediate response to everything,

For starters, it’s important to

millennials who do need a doctor

Whether it be treatment options, provider access

expect the visit to happen

or cost of care, the demand for health and benefit

realize that 45% of young
adults age 18 to 29 do
not have a primary

quickly and easily. Accord-

plan information will only increase as more and

ing to PNC Healthcare,

more millennials enter the workforce. In order to

this explains why 34% of

respond to change, self-funded employer groups

care doctor. They

millennials prefer to use

will need the resources of an independent TPA

do, however, have a

a retail clinic rather than

that can combine the right plan design with more

smartphone and you

waiting several days to

personalized, interactive communications and

can bet they use it

see a primary care physi-

more innovative ways for younger employees to

to access the internet

cian in their office – a

constantly. With online

rate twice as high as baby

sources like WebMD

access the more personalized care they will need
going forward.

boomers. It would also seem
to point to an increased use of

offering so much healthcare

telemedicine.

information, it’s no wonder that
millennials are likely to self-diagnose
and even treat one another at home before seeing

Cost Matters to Millennials

a doctor. If young people can find much of the

Millennials face more than their fair share of

healthcare information they need in the palm of

financial pressures and take their finances seriously.

Please Contact Us: This newsletter is not intended as a substitute for personal
medical or employee benefits advice. Please consult your physician before making
decisions that may impact your personal health. Talk to your benefits administrator
before implementing strategies that may impact your organization’s employee
benefit objectives.

Social Corner

Keep informed by connecting with Diversified Group online...

Ever Asked a Hospital What a
Procedure Costs Them?
Can the cost of a hip replacement in Philadelphia really vary from
$11,000 to $125,000?
From white papers to published books, much has been written about
how difficult it can be to find out what a hospital stay or outpatient
procedure will cost. And as Anna Wilde Mathews observed in her article
“Lifting the Veil on Pricing for Health Care,” the mystery surrounding health
care pricing stems partly from the fact that hospitals and other providers
generally don’t publicize how much they’re paid for services, which varies
depending on who’s footing the bill. To read the rest of the article, visit
info.dgb-online.com.

ON OUR BLOG

2019 Important Compliance Dates
We’ve published a new checklist designed to help companies review
key reporting and notice requirements that may apply to their
employer-sponsored group health plans under ERISA. To download
the checklist, visit https://info.dgb-online.com.

LINKEDIN
linkedin.com/company/diversified-group
Payments to doctors in CT for consultant work rose by half a million
dollars from 2016 to 2017. What is the financial relationship between
pharmaceutical and medical device companies and doctors? Learn
more at https://goo.gl/zdnTH9.

